Abstract-With the installation of synchrophasors widely across the power grid, measurement-based oscillation monitoring algorithms are becoming increasingly useful in identifying the real-time oscillatory modal properties in power systems. When the number of phasor measurement unit (PMU) channels grows, the computational time of many PMU data based algorithms is dominated by the computational burden in processing large-scale dense matrices. In order to overcome this limitation, this paper presents new formulations and computational strategies for speeding up an ambient oscillation monitoring algorithm, namely, stochastic subspace identification (SSI). Based on previous work, two fast singular value decomposition (SVD) approaches are first applied to the SVD evaluation within the SSI algorithm. Next, block structures are exploited so that the large-scale dense matrix computations can be processed in parallel. This helps in memory savings as well as in overall computational time. Experimental results from three sets of archived data of the western interconnection demonstrate that the new approaches can provide significant speedups while retaining modal estimation accuracy. With proposed fast parallel algorithms, the real-time oscillation monitoring of the largescale system using hundreds of PMU measurements becomes feasible.
D
EVELOPMENT of wide-area measurement system (WAMS) which is composed primarily of phasor measurement units (PMUs) [1] has enabled a variety of measurement-based algorithms for system-wide stability analysis [2] , [3] and control [4] , [5] in recent years. Among them, measurement-based oscillation monitoring algorithms have matured considerably and played an important role in the small signal stability analysis of power systems [6] - [16] .
The computational complexity of the above PMU-based oscillation monitoring algorithms largely depends on the T. Wu [4] , [6] , [12] - [16] are recognized as effective algorithms for the modal estimation of systems with unknown inputs like the power system. SSI was first introduced to power systems in [12] to identify the critical modes from the ambient noise measurements. In [14] , a recursive adaptive SSI method was proposed in order to reduce the computational burden. Recursive methods generally are more sensitive to data quality issues compared to data block approaches, and our focus in this paper is on fast implementation of the block SSI approach SSI-Covariance in [14] . A recent work [15] tackled the challenge of model-order determination and extended the application of SSI to ring-down analysis.
SSI methods in general are known for accurate estimation of electromechanical modes and their mode shapes from ambient data [3] - [16] . Specifically SSI-Covariance method (denoted simply as SSI in the rest of this paper) has a special advantage over other ambient oscillation identification methods in its ability to simultaneously estimate forced oscillations and inter-area modes even when their frequencies are close to each other [17] , [18] .
The main challenge in applying SSI method for real-time ambient modal analysis in power systems is the computational burden in SSI from SVD processing of large dense matrices [16] . An improved parallel SVD algorithm has been introduced in [19] . In [16] , we took advantage of the properties of the SVD problem in power systems and introduced two fast SVD approaches for speeding up the SVD: Randomized SVD method [20] , and the augmented Lanczos bidiagonalization method [21] . They were tested on SSI algorithm of [14] . This paper shows that the faster SVD methods from [16] by themselves are not sufficient. The construction of the matrix that requires SVD is in itself an extremely time consuming task because of the enormity of the matrix size. We first note that the matrix whose SVD needs to be computed in PMU is large and dense, not sparse [16] . While there exists a rich history of power engineering literature on the solution of large-scale sparse matrix problems [22] , matrix computations involving large dense matrices have remained a challenge. In this paper, we propose new formulations and computational strategies for how such large-scale dense matrices can be handled using parallel implementations.
This paper proposes strategies to get around the problem by solving the SVD problem involving large-scale dense matrix without even constructing the matrix. By deeper analysis of the structure of the dense matrix, it is shown that all the computational steps in the fast SVD methods of [16] require only the evaluation of product terms of the large dense matrix with a small matrix or a vector. Moreover, the product can be evaluated in fast parallel fashion by exploiting certain block structures in the matrices.
Using the new strategies introduced in the paper, it is shown that SSI can be implemented to run faster than real time in our test servers even for oscillation monitoring using 400 measurement signals. The contribution of this paper is in demonstrating dramatic speedup from the proposed high performance implementation strategies thus enabling SSI algorithm to be useful for online ambient oscillation monitoring of large power systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II is a brief introduction of the SSI-Covariance method. The block SSI algorithms based on the two fast SVD approaches are then proposed in Section III. In Section IV, test results using three sets of recorded PMU data of the Western Interconnection (of North America) are provided. Section V concludes the paper.
II. STOCHASTIC SUBSPACE IDENTIFICATION -COVARIANCE
The state space model of a stochastic system is defined as
where x k ∈ n×1 is the state of system; y k ∈ l×1 is the output or measurements; w k is the process noise and v k is the measurement noise; n is the system order and l is the number of input channels. All the modal properties of the given system can be obtained from state and output matrices A and C. The first step in SSI is to construct the past and future output matrices Y p and Y f from 2I + J data elements. That is, where J is known as the initial window and I is a user defined parameter that should be larger than n.
The covariance matrix H can be calculated as
where O I the extended observability and G, are defined as
In (5), the operator E{·} denotes the expected value. For estimating the matrices A and C from H, we need to obtain the matrix O I . It is seen from [23] that:
where U 1 contains the first n left singular vectors corresponding to the n dominant singular values in S 1 . The state and output matrices then can be estimated as
where · † denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, O I is the matrix O I without the last l rows and O is the matrix O without the first l rows. The continuous-time equivalents of these matrices will be
where T S is the sampling rate. Modal properties including mode frequency and damping ratio for the oscillation modes of the system can be obtained from an eigenvalue analysis of the matrix A c and the mode shapes can be calculated using the right eigenvectors of A c and the output matrix C c . As stated before, the new computational burden comes from the construction of the covariance matrix H. It can be seen from (3) that the matrix H is square with size of I · l × I · l. Based on the experiments in [14] , a value for 2I between 5 and 20 seconds multiplying the sampling rate achieves good estimation accuracy. With a six-second window and sampling rate of 30 Hz which is usually the case in North American power systems, the value for 2I will be 180. The size of matrix H then is highly dependent on the number of channels l. Table I shows different sizes of the matrix H that need to be constructed. It is clear from 
III. BLOCK SSI ALGORITHMS
The construction of the covariance matrix H is simply the multiplication of two large-scale dense data matrices Y f and
Instead of applying a full SVD to the H matrix, the two fast SVD approaches multiply the H matrix by a much smaller matrix or a vector, so that construction of the H matrix is no longer necessary. A better procedure is to multiply the Y T p matrix by the smaller matrix or the vector first, and then multiply the Y f matrix by the result from the former step. Next, PMU data matrices Y p and Y f are decomposed into I blocks in rows as follows:
. . .
Here, parallel computing can be applied in order to get more time-savings. Moreover, each block of Y p or Y f can be assembled directly from the PMU data matrices without constructing the Y p and Y f matrices. Therefore, the proposed block SSI algorithms demonstrate better performances both in computational time and in memory storage.
A. SSI Based on Randomized SVD Method
The main steps of the block SSI algorithm based on the Randomized SVD method [20] are as follows:
1) Generate Gaussian random matrices i , where i ∈ l×h , i = 0, 1, . . . , I −1. h is the rank of approximation matrix (denoted as k in [16] ).
2) Form the blocks Y p,i and Y f ,i in (9) directly from the PMU output measurements to construct the I · l × h sample matrix Y.
where q is the number of the power iterations [20] . (10) 
Similar to step 2, parallel computing is applied in the construction of matrix B.
5) Calculate the SVD of the h × h matrix B =Û˜ Ṽ T . 6) Form the approximate left-singular vectorsŨ = QÛ. 7) Obtain state and output matrices A c and C c using (6) to (8) .
8) Calculate modal properties and mode shapes. The computational complexity is dominated by matrix multiplications in steps 2 and 4, which costs O (I · l · J · h) flops in serial. Assuming that this is equally distributed among T threads, the computational cost becomes O (I · l · J · h/T) flops in parallel implementation.
B. SSI Using Augmented Lanczos Bidiagonalization Method
The augmented Lanczos bidiagonalization method [21] only requires the matrix H in the partial Lanczos bidiagonalization.
With a unit initial vector p 1 ∈ I·l , we get the decomposition,
Where k I · l is the number of bidiagonalization steps, p 1 = P k e 1 , P k ∈ I·l×k and Q k ∈ I·l×k are orthogonal, D k ∈ k×k (denoted as B k in [16] ) is upper bidiagonal
and r k ∈ I·l is the residual. The pseudo code of the block algorithm for partial Lanczos bidiagonalization is listed below:
,i ∈ l can be obtained by decomposing vectors p 1 , q j and p j+1 into I blocks, respectively. Similar to the Randomized SVD-based block SSI algorithm in Section III-A, parallel computing can be applied in pseudo code lines 1, 4, and 8.
Next, follow the remaining steps of the Augmented Lanczos bidiagonalization method in [16] and SSI-Covariance method in Section II to obtain the modal properties and mode shapes.
The computational complexity is dominated by the partial Lanczos bidiagonalization, which is O (I · l · J · k) flops in serial. Assuming that we have T threads, the computational cost becomes O (I · l · J · k/T) flops in parallel.
C. Implementation Strategy
Four strategies are considered for both fast SVD methods in the computational time comparison, in order to test the performance of the block algorithms and parallel computing. Please note that the four strategies provide the same estimation results because the block algorithms will only affect the computational time but not the accuracy of the results.
All four strategies are implemented using a commercial, highly-optimized and extensively-threaded C# math library, NMath.NET [24] , which is in turn based on Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL) [25] . The four strategies are listed as follows:
Strategy 1: Construct the covariance matrix H. This is the algorithm introduced in [16] , the traditional SSI with the fast SVD methods. The computational complexity is dominated by the construction of the matrix
Strategy 2: Compute matrix-vector products involving the covariance matrix H without forming H explicitly. The two fast SVD approaches multiply the H matrix by a much smaller matrix or a vector. In Strategy 2, we multiply the Y T p matrix by the smaller matrix or the vector first, and then multiply the Y f matrix by the result from the former step, to avoid the construction of matrix H. The computational complexity is then dominated by the SVD decomposition, which is O (I · l · J · h) and O (I · l · J · k) flops for the two fast SVD methods as discussed in Section III, respectively. There is additional speedup from native parallel computing features of NMath.NET matrix routines.
Strategy 3: Apply a block algorithm based on NMath.NET native parallel computing. The block structure is introduced in this strategy. We first decompose the PMU data matrices Y p and Y f into I blocks as in (9) . Then, we assemble each block of Y p or Y f directly from the PMU data matrices without constructing the Y p and Y f matrices. The computational complexity is the same with Strategy 2, which is
Strategy 4: Apply a block algorithm based on explicit parallel computing. In Strategy 4, parallel computing is applied to the SVD decomposition as discussed in Section III (steps 2 and 4 in the Randomized SVD, and pseudo code lines 1, 4, and 8 in the partial Lanczos bidiagonalization). We parallelize the matrix computations in the above steps into I independent tasks, since I is 90, which is higher than the number of threads for our testing machines. The computational cost of Strategy 4 is
IV. CASE STUDIES
The proposed block SSI methods are applied to analyze the measurement data from three recent recordings in the Western Interconnection with a total of 102, 271 and 400 available PMU channels, respectively. The results in this section are tested with the implementations on the C# platform of Visual Studio 2012. The computational time is reported from the tests on four machines with different numbers of threads. The processor and memory information of the four test machines are listed in Table II. TABLE II  TESTING 
A. Case 1 With 102 Voltage Phase Angle Channels
PMU measurements provide a choice of different signal types for ambient oscillation monitoring. The different signal choices include bus voltage phase angles, bus voltage magnitudes, bus frequencies, line current magnitudes and line current phase angles. Bus voltage phase angles have been widely used in the literature and in industry installations because they have excellent observability of electromechanical modes [6] - [15] . Phase angle signals are relatively easy to detrend by subtracting a suitable phase angle [6] - [15] . In later sections of this paper such as in Section IV-B, we show that line current magnitudes also serve as good signals for ambient oscillation monitoring. Typically the number of available PMU line current measurements is much higher than that of bus voltage phase angle measurements. In this context, line current magnitudes provide more observability especially of local oscillatory properties when compared with bus voltage phase angle measurements. In general, the ambient modal estimation results should be consistent across different signal types.
The first case analyzes 102 PMU channels of voltage phase angle measurements. Fig. 1 shows three randomly chosen examples of bus voltage phase angle channels for this case after subtracting a reference phase angle from all of them. The angle reference here is arbitrarily chosen to be a pre-specified PMU bus voltage phase angle. The size of the covariance matrix H is 9,180 × 9,180. The system order for SSI is chosen to be 10. According to the discussion in [16] , h = 20 and q = 1 are selected for the Randomized SVD method, and k = 16 is chosen for the augmented Lanczos bidiagonalization method.
Ten minutes of PMU data are analyzed and the estimation results of the traditional SSI with full SVD are compared with the two fast SVD methods in Fig. 2 . The analysis uses an initial window of four minutes, and is repeated every 15 seconds in a moving window formulation. So J is 7200, and there are 24 moving windows, which implies 24 SSI computations in total. The mean value and the standard deviation (SD) of the frequency and the damping ratio for the mode are calculated and are listed in Table III. According to Fig. 2 and Table III , the estimation results of the block SSI algorithms based on the two fast SVD methods are comparable to the estimations of the full SVD-based traditional SSI algorithm, which demonstrates the accuracy of the proposed block SSI algorithms.
The four implementation strategies discussed in Section III as considered in this case for testing the computational performance of the block algorithm. First let us summarize the values for all the variables in the flop computation formulas for this test case : I = 90, l = 102, J = 7200, h = 20, q = 1, and k = 16.
In the Randomized SVD-based method, the computational complexity is dominated by the construction of the covariance matrix H (only for For both Randomized and Lanczos SVD-based methods, Strategy 3 costs same number of flops as Strategy 2 in theory. Strategy 4 applies parallel computing, so the time savings compared to Strategy 3 is based on the number of the threads available in the test server.
The computational time of the entire analysis is tested on four different machines and the results are listed in Table IV . The comparison is made among all the four strategies for both fast SVD methods as well as the traditional SSI method with full SVD calculation. The fastest times for the two SVD methods are each marked in bold.
After subtracting the initial window, a total of 360 seconds of PMU data have been analyzed. The traditional SSI method which calculates the full SVD costs almost two days to finish the analysis of six-minute data. Moreover, it costs 642.9 MB of memory to store matrix H, which can be saved in Strategy 2.
The number of flops is the same for Strategy 2 and Strategy 3 for both fast SVD methods. Strategy 3 will cost additional time in order to assemble the blocks. However, since the construction of the Y p and Y f matrices is avoided in Strategy 3, it can save 0.985 GB of memory storage in this test case. By introducing the two fast SVD methods (Strategy 1), we have saved around one hour in the computation time, which is insignificant compared to the total computational time.
However, by simply switching the order of the matrix computations (Strategy 2), the calculation times drop to minutes instead of days. The speedup for the Randomized SVD-based algorithm is around 500 times, and is over 1000 times for the Lanczos SVD-based method. The actual speedup from Strategy 2 to Strategy 1 is even higher than the theoretical one. This is because the matrix H is too big to fit inside the cache memory, which costs extra time when processing it.
The block structure is utilized in Strategy 3. The computations are faster than Strategy 2 on all the four machines for the Randomized SVD-based method. But they are slower for the Lanczos SVD-based method. This is because, the matrix H multiplies a vector x in the Lanczos SVD method, whereas it multiplies a small matrix in the Randomized SVD method. The vector x can be stored in 71.7 KB of memory, so it fits inside the Level 1 cache for all the machines. However, in the Randomized SVD method, the small matrix requires 1.40 MB of memory, which is larger than the Level 1 cache size. The block algorithms decompose the matrix into smaller blocks to make them fit inside the Level 1 cache, so that the computations become faster with blocking in this case.
Parallel computing is applied in Strategy 4. The computational time is faster than Strategy 3 on all the machines. Since NMath.Net library has the inherent multi-threading feature, even in Strategies 2 and 3, almost half of the threads have been used in the computation. Therefore, the speedup for Strategy 4 is not significant compared to Strategies 2 and 3, although the manual parallel computing in Strategy 4 uses all the available threads for calculation.
Comparing the four machines in our tests, Machine 1 takes the shortest time to complete the entire analysis for all the strategies, because of its higher CPU clock rate. However, if we consider the speedup of the block SSI methods compared to the traditional SSI, Machine 4 is the best. It has the largest number of threads among four machines, so more speedup can be obtained on Machine 4 with parallel computing.
For the Lanczos SVD-based algorithm, Strategy 4 is still slightly slower than Strategy 2. This suggests that changing the order of the matrix multiplication is good enough for this test case. However, the block structure and parallel computing are necessary for the Randomized SVD-based algorithm.
Based on the results in Table IV , Strategy 4 is the fastest for the Randomized SVD-based algorithm. And, Strategy 2 is the fastest for the Lanczos SVD-based algorithm. Both of them take less than three minutes on all four machines which are faster than real time. This is remarkable given that the traditional SSI-Covariance algorithm implementation would take more than one day to analyze the same set of PMU data on the same machines.
B. Case 2 With 271 Current Magnitude Channels
In order to test the proposed block SSI algorithms for a large-scale system, we analyze the second case with 271 PMU channels of current magnitude measurements. Fig. 3 shows three examples of PMU line current magnitude measurements for this case.
The size of the covariance matrix H in this case is 24,390 × 24,390. Same parameters with Case 1 are chosen for different SSI algorithms. Ten minutes of PMU data are analyzed.
In this test case, the traditional SSI algorithm is no longer feasible. The program will generate an error says "Array dimensions exceeded supported range" in the process of constructing the covariance matrix H. This is because of the memory limitations in the C# platform that "No single object can be larger than 2GB". Whereas the matrix H in this test case costs 4.43 GB of memory to store it.
The mean and standard deviation (SD) of the estimation results of the two fast SVD methods are shown in Fig. 4 and Table V. The analysis uses an initial window of four minutes, and is repeated every 15 seconds in a moving window formulation.
Based on Fig. 4 and Table V, the estimation results of the two block SSI algorithms agree with each other. The proposed block SSI algorithms can guarantee the accuracy when the number of PMU channels being processed has increased. Same strategies are considered to test the computational time for the two block SSI algorithms. Because the construction of the matrix H is infeasible, Strategy 1 is only analyzed in theory, but not implemented for this test case. Similar to Case 1, Strategy 4 is the fastest for the Randomized SVD-based block algorithm. For the block SSI algorithm based on the Lanczos SVD method, Strategy 3 is still slower than Strategy 2, except on Machine 1 where the times for the two strategies are almost the same. But with the parallel computing technique, Strategy 4 becomes faster than Strategy 2 in this test case. Therefore, when the number of PMU channels increases, exploiting the block structure and employing the parallel computing are useful for the Lanczos SVD-based algorithm.
The fastest times for both block SSI algorithms are in bold in Table VI . They are faster than real time on all the machines, whereas the traditional SSI algorithm is not even feasible.
C. Case 3 With 400 Current Magnitude Channels
In the third case, there are 400 PMU channels of current magnitude measurements.
The size of the covariance matrix H in this case is 36,000 × 36,000. Same parameters with the first two cases are chosen for comparing different SSI algorithms. Ten minutes of PMU data are analyzed.
A memory space of 9.65 GB is needed to store the covariance matrix H, which is higher than the single object memory limit of the C# platform. Therefore, it is impossible to construct the matrix H, which means the traditional SSI algorithm is infeasible in this case. The mean and standard deviation (SD) of the modal estimation results of the two fast SVD methods are shown in Fig. 5 and Table VII. The analysis uses an initial window of four minutes, and is repeated every 15 seconds in a moving window formulation. Table VIII. According to Table VIII, Strategy 4 (in bold) is the fastest for both block SSI algorithms. Especially for the Lanczos SVD-based algorithm, the block structure with parallel processing shows much better performance in terms of speed, when the number of PMU signals becomes larger.
The computational time is longer than six minutes for the Randomized SVD-based algorithm, especially on Machine 1 where it takes more than eight minutes to complete the entire analysis. In fact, Machine 1 is the fastest one for the first three strategies. But it becomes the slowest one after parallel processing is employed. This is because it has only eight threads which is the smallest among all the testing machines.
Since the overall computational time is less than six minutes (360 seconds), the Lanczos SVD-based algorithm is still faster than real time even with 400 signals on all four test machines.
D. Discussion
In Case 1, the block structure is not advantageous for the Lanczos SVD-based algorithm when there are only around one hundred PMU signals. However, the benefits of the parallel computing gradually emerge when the number of PMU channels keeps growing.
In order to identify the break-even point of number of PMU channels that would result in nearly equal computational performance between Strategies 2 and 4 for the Lanczos SVDbased algorithm, we start with Case 2 in which Strategy 4 is faster than Strategy 2. Then, we keep decreasing the number of PMU signals by 20 until the computational time of Strategy 2 becomes smaller than that of Strategy 4. Fig. 6 shows the computational time taken by Strategies 2 and 4 on the four testing machines with different number of In order to test the performance of speed for the proposed block SSI algorithms with more PMU channels, we duplicate the measurement signals from Case 3 twice and three times to make two larger test cases of 800 and 1200 channels, respectively. The underlying assumption in deriving the Randomized SVD method that the data is random does not hold by repeating the channels, and the Randomized SVD-based estimation results suffer for the cases of 800 and 1200 channels. Therefore, only the Lanczos SVD-based methods are tested with Case 4 and Case 5.
A comparison of the computational time for all the five test cases is made in Table IX . The times for Strategy 4 are used here, because they are the shortest among all the strategies for most cases excepting Lanczos SVD-based method for Case 1. From Case 1 to Case 2, the number of PMU measurements has increased 2.66 times, but the computational time for Case 2 is roughly twice of Case 1 for both methods, except for the Randomized SVD-based method on Machine 1 which increases 2.73 times.
When the number of PMU channels increases by a factor of 3.92 in Case 3, the computational time grows by less than three times compared to Case 1, except for the Randomized SVD-based method on Machine 1 which grows 4.56 times. In Case 4, the computational time increases by less than five times on all the machines, compared to the fact that the number of PMU signals is 7.84 times of Case 1. When there are more than one thousand channels in Case 5, the computational time only increases around seven times on Machine 1, and around five times on Machine 2, 3, and 4.
To conclude, the computational time of the proposed fast parallel methods rises in a linear fashion with the number of PMU measurements. The growth factor of Machine 1 for the Randomized SVD-based method is much higher than the ones of other machines, which suggests that eight threads are not enough for processing large number of PMU signals. Parallel computing is important for future power systems with a larger number of PMU signals.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, two fast parallel SSI algorithms are proposed based on the two fast SVD approaches introduced in [16] . The algorithms have been tested using the measurement data from three PMU recordings of the Western Interconnection. They provide accurate estimation results and at the same time, speed up the computation significantly.
The block structure and parallel processing are not necessary for the Lanczos SVD-based algorithms in the first test case. But they become useful when the number of PMU measurements increases. The computational complexity of the traditional SSI algorithm grows quadratically with the number of PMU channels being processed in the analysis. However, the strategies introduced in this paper show that proposed block algorithms can make the growth linear.
In summary, this paper shows that large-scale dense matrices in PMU problems can be handled effectively in parallel implementations by employing strategies such as the ones illustrated here for the SSI-Covariance algorithm.
